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Overview of environment
National / tax authority
Tax authorities around the world and relevant international organisations are issuing an increasing
amount of guidance
• OECD Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS) Project – aimed at reducing opportunities for tax
to motivate the allocation of profits to achieve low or non-taxation
• OECD revised chapter IV on intangibles – focus on important functions
• OECD paper on documentation – more information in Master File/Country File and country-bycountry reporting
• United Nations Manual – focus on transfer pricing issues
Press / other external
Press and investor pressure has increased significantly and remains high – will only increase once
information sharing commences
Internal business focus
• Increased awareness of tax leakage through transfer pricing process inefficiencies and supply chain
structuring
• Focus on tax as a value-add function; headcount focus: ‘need to do more with less’
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Operational transfer pricing
Operational transfer pricing – taking the documented policy and creating the right processes, systems and risk governance framework to embed that
within the business and achieve the intended operation of the chosen model

Assess

Set policy

Build Process

Monitor

Document

Defend
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Key considerations
Priorities
Policies are
properly translated
into practice

Data collection is
complete and
accurate

Calculations and
adjustments are
automated and accurate

Reporting and
requirements are identified
and fulfilled locally

Audit status is visible
on a global basis

Policy or calculation
changes effected on a
timely basis

How do you get there – some key considerations?

People

• Who are the people involved in process – are they the right people; do they understand their part in
the process?
• Do those involved have clearly defined roles and responsibilities?
• How are training and legislative updates handled?
• Are key responsibilities understood and allocated to the right people?

Process

• How frequently would the business like the calculation/ true-up process to be run in an ideal situation
(as part of each month end close / quarterly / bi-annually / annually)?
• Where should the different elements of the end-to-end process be run (usually Finance/ Tax/
Business split)?
• What controls should be in place to counter key risks? How are the controls going to be monitored?

Technology

• What technology is used currently to support the people and processes?
• How suitable is that for the complexity and / or risks of transfer pricing within the business?
• Have all technology options been considered given the significant advances in recent years?
• What level of automation is optimum for the business?
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Operational transfer pricing technology options
Technology enhancement – software developments and technology know-how have radically improved over the past 2-3 years. The purpose of each
of the technology solutions is to create an efficient, reliable and auditable way of managing the calculation process.
The main range of responses used within businesses are outlined below:
Solution overview

Typical benefits

Commentary

Nature

Enterprice resource planning
(ERP) provider solutions

Fully integrated data approach using native ERP
provider software
Leverage existing reporting architecture
Robust audit trail, scenario planning,
Can bring in additional data sources if required

Software is designed well for profit and cost allocations; broader
transfer pricing (TP) functionality/reporting may need to be
accommodated through additional bespoke build
Strong integration with core financial data
Fully automatable logic capability

Configure

Embedded third party transfer
pricing solution

Designed specifically to manage transfer pricing e.g.
pricing conditions, simulation, forecasting, workflow
Interaction with VAT, Customs in addition to TP
Bespoke design to match client needs

‘Designed for purpose’ technology, with fully automated logic
capability
End-to-end TP functionality, flexibility, scenario planning and audit
trail
Facilitates capture of transfer pricing process efficiencies
Automated data transfer with supporting controls

Configure

Tax data warehouse + bespoke
reporting

Bespoke solution built for client purposes
Creates a single or linked staging area for relevant
transfer pricing data from multiple sources
Data transfer can be automated

Maintenance of data warehouse can be onerous
Changes to format of core financial systems will require update to
data warehouse structure
Scalability and controls need to be carefully considered

Build

Excel (with spreadsheet
management software as best
practice)

Rapid to deploy; low cost of implementation
High flexibility in design
Excel software is familiar to users
Spreadsheet management software can be used to
increase controls

Manual burden to monitor, control and review data sets
Update and maintenance to data sets is not usually automatic and
can easily be missed/performed incorrectly
High risk of user-introduced errors without spreadsheet
management software; risk not eliminated with software

Build
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Data Warehouse and bespoke analysis –
sample view
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Dedicated software – sample view
•

Range of different products on marketplace from prototype solutions to more mature software

•

Each has a different look and feel, although have same aims and goals

•

Vendor selection process very important
Dashboard enabling analysis
by product, entity and
jurisdiction
Visually accessible formulae
including sub-process logic

Email alerts
when
tolerance
exceeded
Forecasting
functionality
to simulate
future TP
scenarios
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ERP solutions – sample view
Integration within ‘single system’
– Data - Data potentially stays within one system resulting in a
seamless audit trail & strong internal controls
– Metadata - Shared metadata with financial systems results can give
reduced maintenance (e.g. cost centres, entities, etc.)
– Governance – Provides native integration to Oracle/Hyperion
ensuring control & governance over the entire process
Transparency & Reporting
– Transparency – clear audit trail and drill-down functionality gives
strong audit defence. ERP-based reporting tools works across all data
– providing robust reports/dashboards and ad-hoc analysis
– What-if – Ability to set up new scenarios and determine impacts of
those on transfer pricing outcomes
Maintenance
– Maintenance – Allocation stages, drivers and hierarchies all can be
maintained by functional users as opposed to IT.
– Expertise – Leverage in-house ERP resources resulting in lower cost
of ownership
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How do you decide between options?
Client profile:
A large multinational with operations in over 150 countries and net sales of over EUR14 billion.

Client challenges:

Solution Approach:

• Complex transfer pricing environment due to multiple business models,
optimizing the group’s tax position and need for compliance with local tax
requirements.
• Highly manual processes executed by a centralised 10 person transfer
pricing team performing activities such as; monitoring local country profit
margins (120+ countries), monitoring group recharges (e.g. R&D, Shared
Services), identifying price change requirements on products (60,000+
products) and manually updating product prices in the systems.
• Data sources across multiple systems leading to errors and inefficiencies.
The transfer pricing processes are supported by transaction, legal and
management systems. The data in the underlying systems does not reconcile
resulting in manual reconciliation requirements in the transfer pricing
processes and lack of confidence in the values reported.
• Poor data quality impacting the ability to steer transfer pricing positions and
ensure compliance e.g. inability to obtain accurate operating margin data,
lack of data entered in the system on recharge journals.
• No visibility for the group tax function to manage local transfer pricing
positions. Numbers reported by local countries (based on local GAAP) are not
visible to the group tax function on timely basis to efficiently manage tax
planning activities.
• Lack of control over local territory transfer pricing activities and risks. The
processes are not supported by a workflow solution to efficiently identify tax
and manage tax risks.
• Significant leakage of VAT, Customs and withholding taxes within the supply
chain and from current transfer pricing processes

Improvements to the end-to-end transfer pricing process and systems
(using a dedicated software).
The key activities performed in conjunction with Deloitte to select the
optimum solution for the client included the following:
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Stage

Activities

Assessment
and
visioning

• Reviewed existing process documents and
interviewed key stakeholders to understand ‘As
is’ process.
• Documented ‘As is’ process pain points, high
level requirements and ‘to be’ process concept.
• Created ‘To be’ high-level vision
• Documented ‘As is’ systems architecture and
reviewed for in-house software solution options
• Identified remaining gaps to ‘To be’ design

Vendor
interactions

• Created tailored demo requirements for vendors.
• Facilitated tailored demos highlighting to the
client how the solution may or may not address
client’s specific requirements.

Validate
findings
Present
findings and
business
case

• Follow up on further clarification points from
vendors.
• Finalise conceptual design document with
findings from vendor selection.
• Creation of costed business case
• Present conceptual design document, vendor
selection detail and implementation plan for sign
off from project sponsors.
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Making the project a success
Know your
critical success
factors

Define the goals
• Getting to the answer better and
more quickly
• Standardisation and visibility
globally
• Ability to respond to queries on
timely basis
• Minimise manual elements
within processes

• Getting the project started –
pricing, positioning, project
management office (PMO)
• Avoid scope creep
• Right stakeholder buy-in
• Clear and timely deadlines

• Quality of project team

• Ability to measure performance

• Gap between ‘As Is’ and likely
‘To Be’

• Ability to add insight and value

• Quality of current source data
• Other in-flight projects
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Qualitative
•

Risk reduction

•

Quality of working experience

•

Internal / external perceptions
of tax

•

Reduced audit defence time

• Clear vision and well defined
drivers

• Flexibility to respond to internal
/ external change

Which are the
most
important for
our situation?

Shape your
business case

How do we
avoid the
pitfalls?

What do the
risks look
like for us?

Quantitative
•

Redirection of team time into
value-add activities

•

Cash tax / effective tax rate
(ETR) predictability

•

Less tax leakage

How do I
decide
between the
options?

How do I get
support from
my business?
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Thoughts
and Reflections
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